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Introduction
It’s a complicated time to be a manufacturing leader. Now more than ever,
Manufacturing Organizations are facing industry-altering challenges. These
difficulties are only being made worse by talent gaps and a tight labor market.
Of course, talent gaps have always existed, but now, they are wider than ever.
The required high level of expertise and experience may only be filled after a long
hiring process; unless managers consider a new innovative alternative.

The COVID-19 pandemic put Supply Chain
on a global stage, placing a glaring spotlight
on widespread disruptions. As the supply
chain tries to rebound, Manufacturing leaders
need to come to terms with the end-to-end
digitalization of their business. The new era of
digitalization is demanding talent with never
before used or previously needed expertise.

In a global economy, the global political
environment can have a drastic impact on
imports and exports. Whether the operational
challenge is global disruptions, a shift in
business models, the shrinking talent pool,
or the resignation of a key team member,
the need is greater than ever for a solution
that delivers expertise where it’s needed at a
much higher speed than your HR department
can muster. A recent SHRM study found that
68% of HR professionals are experiencing
difficulty recruiting candidates for full-time (i.e.,
permanent) positions in their organizations.
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What’s the difference between direct hiring and
interim talent?

VS
Interim Talent

Direct Talent

The decision to bring in interim or fractional talent is usually made at the operational level
(Director and above) rather than HR; HR is typically looking to make direct hires. A direct hire
is what we typically think of as a permanent position in a company, as someone who receives
everything from a desk and business cards to a steady paycheck and benefits. Interim talent is a
tool used by operational leaders to solve problems.
If you’re facing a serious operational challenge or a sudden gap in your organization chart, waiting
for a lengthy search and hiring process is not the solution.

Introducing interim
talent and specifically
MetaExperts™ as an
innovative way to
address your current
operational woes.
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What are MetaExperts™ exactly?
MetaExperts offers precisely matched interim and contract-to-hire experts to your most
challenging business challenges whenever you need them to achieve a rapid breakthrough.
MetaExperts are highly skilled interim talent ready to jump quickly into your company at any level
to lead the resolution of your biggest challenges. The right MetaExpert for your unique need can
be identified in days, not weeks or months. Our seasoned and highly sought-after Operational
Excellence (OpEx) Team knows exactly how to filter through our exhaustive skills inventory to
match the right talent for your needs.
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What if we need C-Level talent for a short
time to fill a gap?
A gap in high-level leadership can deeply hurt a company in the long run, even if it’s only for
a short time. For example, a food manufacturer in a rural community had three weeks to get
a new Plant General Manager to replace their existing GM whose departure was a surprise. A
MetaExpert was found and stepped in with one week to spare to keep the company moving
forward. It took five months to find and hire a permanent replacement, and with the MetaExpert
in place, the company never missed a beat.
In another situation, a long-time manufacturing plant manager gave a six weeks retirement
notice. The company needed an interim plant manager to replace them at least two weeks
before they departed. This was a difficult role to fill due to very specific requirements and
the business systems expertise required for the role. In addition, the new hire would need to
have manufacturing operations experience to be a good fit for this growth-oriented plant. A
MetaExpert started two weeks prior to the GM’s retirement.
According to Zippia.com, it currently takes 36 to 42 days
to fill an average position in the United States, a C-level
role can take nearly twice the time to fill. Additionally,
it costs up to 40% of an employee’s base salary to make
a permanent hire. Interim talent, especially at the
C-level, that can step in and quickly get up to speed is
an affordable and effective way to get back on track. The
hiring process for a permanent replacement can often
continue for months and even years.
In many cases, rather than replacing leadership,
MetaExperts works alongside the existing team to bridge
gaps in skills or expertise needed to resolve a problem.
Without the pain, cost, and frustration of a permanent
hire, MetaExperts can resolve the problem. Our network
of 900 vetted MetaExperts™ have each undergone our
rigorous 300+ Screening and Evaluation process to
ensure they deliver the precisely-matched skills and
expertise you need. See MetaExpert success stories.
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My Company (Industry or Problem) is Unique!
How can MetaExperts Step in Without Our
Onboarding Process?
MetaExperts provides access to a team of over 900 highly
experienced, skilled, and proven experts in any industry
including yours. In interim roles from CEO to Line Supervisor
in 89 industries and 26 companies, MetaExperts has filled gaps
to provide timely solutions. Over the last 10 years, MetaExperts
have stepped in to solve problems and accelerate growth and
innovation resulting in billions of dollars in improvements.
Read our case studies for examples.
The key to MetaExperts success is our proprietary method of
assessing both the skill sets and experience of our experts and the explicit needs of our customers
to find the perfect match.
This is how we are able to place senior-level interim talent with specific experience and expertise
in your industry to quickly solve the organizational challenge you are currently facing.
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What are the levels of MetaExperts’ skills
and What Can I Expect?
Architect

Master

Transformation Architects bring
more than 20 years of experience,
specific skills, industry knowledge, and
understanding of the “C suite” challenges
of solving difficult organizational
problems. They achieve this by
leveraging their vast experiences and top
facilitator skills.

Master Experts are top talent with over
10 years of experience, along with a
deep knowledge of technical skills
and your industry. Because of this
unparalleled expertise and experience,
these experts can quickly solve your
operational excellence problems. These
exceptionally skilled individuals are
absolutely qualified to handle a variety of
organizational problems, such as putting
troubled programs back on track, leading
large teams in transformation efforts, and
providing “masters-level” analysis and
mentoring for improvement projects.

Expert
These best-in-class Experts have 5 to 10
years of practical experience backing
them, along with the skills needed
to step in overnight as part of your
team. When you don‘t require another
consultant, and you just need to „Get
It Done NOW“ with ‚arms and legs‘ on
tactical initiatives, the Expert Level is
optimal.

Analyst
The MetaExperts™ Analyst has worked
in a variety of positions with one or
more years of experience in operational
excellence as a greenbelt or equivalent
ranking. In addition, the Analyst will
bring a solid academic background and
years of experience to provide you with
the support you need.
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How Will I Know if MetaExperts are the Right
Solution for My Challenge?
Once you’ve made the decision to try MetaExperts, we work with you to help you get crystal clear
on your situation and needs. We use a 47-point Alignment worksheet that has helped hundreds of
executives to precisely identify what’s needed. Our OpEx Team will find one or more MetaExperts
to work with you. They will also help you evaluate the culture fit for your organization. We look
until you’re satisfied.
When MetaExperts are deployed to your organization they have access to the support of our
entire team if some new challenge arises after deployment. We’ve got your back and the back of
the MetaExpert you’re relying on to get the job done.

We work with you
to help you get
crystal clear on your
situation and needs

We look until you’re
satisfied

You have the
support of our
entire team

If you’re ready to have us find a MetaExpert for you, work with
our OpEx Team and request a match now.

Request a match here
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What You Will Need to Consider When
Deciding on Interim Talent
The rest of this white paper is structured to help you to think through your
situation. Go through the checklists and questions to collect your thoughts and
then schedule a call with our OpEx team to get your questions answered. You will
receive value from this consultation whether or not you decide to move forward
with a MetaExpert.
You may need a MetaExpert if you are experiencing one or more of these
challenges:
Check off any of the following challenges that you are currently experiencing.
Make notes about specifics.
Talent Gaps
Gaps in talent resulting from labor shortage or retirements
The hiring manager can’t wait for HR to find and hire the right talent for a critical position
Surprise departures of key positions including executives and managers
Operational Issues
Orders are behind
Plant performance must improve now
A critical project is off the rails and needs to get back on track fast
New product or project is being launched and needs expert project management
Taking on new processes and procedures and an expert is needed to guide the way.
Launching a new ERP/procure to pay system and need specific expertise now
We have reorganized and there are critical holes we need a solution for now
Technical Expertise
Severe technical or engineering challenge that needs a quick fix
An overwhelming technical problem requiring scientific expertise
Identified a critical need for technical expertise and can’t afford to wait to hire the talent
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Quality and Continuous Improvement
Quality Crisis – Need Expert support to diagnose, problem solve, help fix it.
We‘re starting an OpEx / Continuous Improvement initiative
Customers are threatening to leave us if we don’t fix this fast.
Financial Improvement
Lead times must be cut by 50%. Support is required to diagnose and lead rapid
implementation.
Must find cost-saving and cut costs rapidly
Our quote-to-cash cycle time must be cut by 50%
Business Changes
Moving to a new facility or opening a new location
Organizational changes - intentional and planned - that need expert guidance to accomplish
We are thinking about an acquisition or divestiture and need guidance
We are looking for a part or full-time BoD Member
Need Thought leadership for your corporate university
Supply Chain Challenges
Having supply issues and need vendor improvement and procurement supply right now
Warehouse and inventory management disaster that needs to be fixed fast.
Plants and/or suppliers in other countries are killing us.
Need a new logistics partner to help implement 3PL.

What challenges are you facing? Make a few notes here.
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What skills do you believe are needed to resolve your challenge?
Examples of skills MetaExperts bring to the table.
Quality & Six Sigma

Change Management

Lean

Project Management

Finance

Supply Chain

Facilitation

Assessment/Appraisal

Info Technology

See the full list of MetaExperts Skills, here.

What Special Certifications or Licenses are Missing?
CSSBB -Certified Six Sigma Black Belt

IT Certifications

LSSBB - Lean Six Sigma Black Belt

Certified Scrum Master CSM)

MLSSBB - Master Lean Six Sigma Black Belt

Agile Certified Practitioner (ACP) by PMI,

SSGB - Six Sigma Green Belt

CMMI Certification

LSSGB - Lean Six Sigma Green Belt

Standard CMMI Appraisal Method for

Quality – ISO – Shainin Red X

Process Improvement (SCAMPI)

CMQ/OE - Manager of Quality/

ITIL Foundation Level

Organizational Excellence

ITIL Practitioner Level

Quality Auditor - CQA

ITIL Intermediate Level

Quality Engineer - CQE

ITIL Expert Level

Software Quality Engineer - CSQE

ITIL Master Level

Quality Improvement Associate - CQIA

APICS & Supply Chain Certifications

Quality Technician - CQT

APICS CPIM

Quality Process Analyst - CQPA

APICS CSCP

Quality Inspector - CQI

APICS CIRM

Reliability Engineer - CRE

APICS CFPIM

Pharmaceutical GMP Professional - CPGP

SCOR-P

Shainin Red X – Apprentice

APICS Cert. in Supply Chain Risk

Shainin Red X – Journeyman

Management, SCRM

Shainin Red X - Master

TOC Certification

Shainin Red X – Apprentice

Goldratt Institute, Jonah Certification
Project Management
Project Management Professional (PMP)®
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Program Management Professional (PgMP)®

ISO - International Standard Organization

Certified Associate in Project Management

Certifications:

(CAPM)®

ISO 9000 - Quality Management Systems

Portfolio Management Professional (PfMP)

ISO 9000:2000

SM

ISO 9001 Quality Management Systems

PMI Agile Certified Practitioner (PMI-ACP)®

AS 9100 - Aerospace

PMI Risk Management Professional (PMI-

ISO 13485 - Medical Devices

RMP)®

ISO 13485, 21 CFR FDA part 820

PMI Scheduling Professional (PMI-SP)®

ISO 14971 - Risk Management

OPM3® Professional Certification

ISO 10011:92 - Auditing Standards

Human Relations

ISO 14000 Environmental Management

HR Certifications

ISO 27000 information Systems

SHRM Certification

ISO 20000 IT Service Management System

Financial

ISO 17025 Conformance

Certified Financial Manager (CFM)

IEC 62366 - Usability Engineering to

Certified Management Accountant (CMA)

medical devices

Certified Government Financial Manager

IEC 62304 - Medical Device software

(CGFM)

What soft skills are needed to fit within your organization?
Coaching
Mentoring
Facilitation
Conflict Resolution
Training
Leadership
Communication (People Skills)
Management Skills
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What is your industry? 		

Aerospace

Government State

Agriculture Mining

Healthcare

Apparel

Hospitality

Association

Information Technology Services

Automotive

Insurance

Banking

Machinery

Biotechnology

Management Consulting

Business Services

Manufacturing

Business Supplies Equipment

Manufacturing Complex

Call Centers

Manufacturing Consumer Goods

Chemicals

Manufacturing Medical

Communications

Manufacturing Process Chemical

Computers Electronics

Media

Construction

Not For Profit

Consulting

Oil Gas

Consumer Services

Outsourcing

Distribution

Pharmaceuticals

Education

Printing

Electronics

Recreation

Energy

Retail

Engineering

Shipping

Entertainment

Technology

Environmental

Software Internet

Financial Services Banking

Supply Chain Logistics

Financial Services Insurance

Telecommunications

Finance

Textile Mfg.

Financial Services Retirement

Transportation

Food Drink

Travel Recreation Leisure

Government Federal

Utilities

Government

Wholesale Distribution
Other

Don’t see your industry? Call or chat with us.
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How long can we use interim talent?
MetaExperts are available for as long as you need them to get the job done. The average
engagement is 12 weeks, however, engagements can be as short as one day and as long
as a year or more. Some MetaExperts have been hired permanently, most serve until the
challenge is resolved.
What is the nature of your need for interim talent? Check all that apply.
We need additional expertise to diagnose our situation and lead the implementation
We need to fill C-Level or director level leadership roles
Additional skilled hands are needed to finish a job
We need to address complex processes affecting quality, production, supply chain, SIOP, etc.

How soon do you need to resolve your issue?
Immediately
Next 2-4 weeks
In the next 6 months
In the next 12 months or longer
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Describe what will likely happen if the issue is not resolved in the
timeframe you’ve identified?

What’s your budget for solving this problem?

Consider what you would spend on recruiting and onboarding new employees or consultants.

Places to look for available budget:
Unspent salaries of departed employees
Recruiting and talent acquisition budget
Process improvement budget
Potential cost savings for improvement initiatives
Other ideas
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Do I need a Consultant or a MetaExpert?
What‘s the difference?
When challenges arise that may not have a clear solution, a consultant is often the path
companies choose. Consultants are often perceived as experts in a particular field or industry,
and they are paid for their time spent advising and guiding organizations. Thus, as part of the
engagement, they will make a case for more consulting. Consultants generally focus on telling you
what to do as opposed to actually jumping in and leading as part of your organization. In other
words, they diagnose the problem and tell you how to fix it. Then it’s up to you to get your people
to do what they recommend.
Conversely, interim talent pros like MetaExperts™ have an even broader base of expertise and
knowledge than a consultant - including the operational experience and skills to not only
diagnose the issue but step right into your organization to start working shoulder to shoulder
with your team.
Interim managers are doers who can get directly involved in your organizational problems and
provide rapid solutions for them. They‘ll also act quickly without being bound to a branded
methodology or consulting statement of work. Our seasoned and highly sought-after Operational
Excellence (OpEx) Team knows exactly how to filter through our exhaustive skills inventory to
match the right talent for your unique need.
All and all, the interim talent MetaExpert is a great value for your budget. You’ll solve the problem
faster, with more flexibility, and with less expense than trying to do direct hire or work with a
consultant.

The Benefits of Using MetaExperts™ as Interim Talent

Integrated
Policy
Management

World-Class
Experts

Ideal ROI &
Affordability

Low Risk
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How We Got started
MetaOps started in 2002 as an Operational Excellence boutique consultancy. We
have always been driven by the voice of our customers. In 2013 MetaExperts™ was
born to fill the gap of our cusomers who wanted an expert to just ‘Get it Done’.
Often the customer knew the issue, they had their strategy in place, they just
needed extra arms and legs to get the job done. The MetaExpert™ service model
was built for fast execution. We now have 900+ MetaExperts™ who are vetted and
qualified to jump in and get it done for you.

Meet our Leaders

Ron Crabtree
Cheif Excecutive Officer
Organization Transformation Architect,CSCTA,

Kim Crabtree
Marketing Director/
Finance Manager

CIRM, CSCP, LSSMBB, SCOR-P
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Your Next Steps
Are you convinced that interim talent and MetaExperts are a potential solution to
your challenge? If you can’t afford to wait for the hiring process, and the problem
needs to be solved right now, request a consultation with our OpEx team.
MetaExperts is the elegant solution to almost every operational problem you face. We’ll make you
look very smart for bringing in just the right talent at the right time to get it done!
Want to see more examples of our MetaExperts, you can search by skill and industry here.

MetaOps Inc.
10343 RS Avenue
Mattawan, MI 49097

T: 734 425-1455
F: 734 943-6608
Experts@MetaExperts.com

MetaExperts.com

If you’re ready to have us find a MetaExpert for you, work with our
OpEx Team and request a match now.

Request a match here
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